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Finance/Legal Division 

 

Job Title: Accounting Specialist I 

Grade: 24      

Category: Non-Exempt 

Reports to: CFO 

 
United Bank is a growing 114 year old $1.3 billion Community Bank that proudly provides 

Signature Service to our customers in 18 locations in 11 counties throughout Middle Georgia. 

 

Job Summary: 

May perform duties related to accounts payable and purchasing. Other duties include 

general bank accounting functions including, but not limited to weekly or monthly 

account reconciliations, as well as sales tax reporting and serving as back-up to other 

accounting functions within the Finance/Legal division.  Position may also provide 

general assistance to Senior Management as needed. 

 

General Description/Duties: 

 Assisting with the accounts payable function, including verifying proper 

authorization, payment amounts, and proper entry to general ledger accounts to 

include the allocation of expense to the appropriate cost center.  

 Preparing and filing quarterly sales tax returns. 

 Communicating with outside vendors, bank officers and departments regarding 

the status of their payment requests. 

 Reconcile various general ledger accounts to the appropriate subsidiary ledgers. 

 Reconcile Fixed Assets and maintain the fixed assets accounting system. 

 Assist with the preparation of the quarterly Call Report and Federal Reserve 

reporting. 

 Maintain accurate records for public deposits and track the securities pledged for 

those deposits and ensure adequate level of securities are pledged. 

 Performs other accounting related functions and provides general assistance to 

Senior Management as needed. 

 Position will be required to comply with all Federal and State banking laws and 

related regulations, to include but not limited to the Bank Secrecy Act, as well as 

all Bank policies and procedures. 

 

Job/ Experience Requirements: 

 High school diploma or equivalent required. 

 Associates or bachelor’s degree in accounting or some college level accounting 

and business courses, or a commensurate level of work experience within this 

field strongly preferred. 

 Strong computer skills, particularly in Microsoft Office products, and 

computerized financial applications. 

 Ability to handle confidential and sensitive information in an appropriate manner. 

 Effective project and time management skills. 

 Flexible, able to start, stop and change tasks as needed. 
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 Effective and grammatically correct written and verbal communication skills. 

 Analytical and good problem solving skills and ability to respond quickly as 

required by changing circumstances. 

 Excellent organizational skills, able to prioritize responsibilities and adhere to 

deadlines. 

 Must be willing to cross train and complete other assigned duties. 

 

Environmental / Physical Factors: 

 Position performed in an indoor, professional manner. 

 Ability to sit for extended periods. 

 Ability to work on a computer for extended periods. 

 

 

To Apply: Visit www.accessunited.com. 
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